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ANALYSIS 

:!:he financial statements prepared at the end of a period 

of time through financial accounting tecilniques provide a summary of 

the accounts of business enterprises and represent a combination of 

recorded facts, accounting conventions and personal judgements.fince 

these statements are store of information condensed into figures the 

accounting process essentially includes the analysis of financial 

figures to draw meaningful inferences for th1Partic1pating parties 

- both internal and external. 

Financial analysis is the process of identifying the finan 

cial strengths and wealtness.,of a firm by proper:ty establishing rela

tionship between items contained in the financial statements mainJ.y 

comprising of two statements - a statement of firm's financial 

position at a point of time (i.e. balance sheet), and a statement 

showing the results of operations during an interval of time (i.e. 

the income statement). The balance sheet represents a snapshot of 

the firm's position on a given date, while the income statement is 

based on a now concept, showine what occurred betWeen tWo points in 

time. 

Every analysis of data is a mathematical exercise through 

artithmetical steps and logical processes, and helps•to reveal the 

concealed and camoflaged facts under the abstract figures• The same 

is applicable even to the abstract figures of financial statements. 
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Through financial analysis it is possible to ascertain the inherent 

structural and functional changes, the Ultimate result of the 
. 

policies and decisions, over a given period of time. Of various 

techniques financial analysis by the use of accounting re.tios is now 

a well recoenised technique in the field of finfu~cial management. 

A ratio is defined as "the indicated quotient of two 

mathematical expressions" and as "the relationship between two or 
(1) 

more things". This relationsllip can be expressed as per centum 

or as a quotient. A ratio can also be expressed, in terms of •times• 

and 'proportion•. Thus, any attempt to find out the numerical re

lationship between two items or groups of items of financi·al state

ments establishes a ratio; and "ratio analysis is the process of 

determining and interpreting numerical relationships based on finan-
(2) 

cial statements•. As ratio indicates a quantitative relationship. 

it can be used to make a qualitative judgement, 

Financial ratios are simply a means of highlighting in 

arithmetical terms abe relationship between figures drawn frpm 

financial statements. These are used " ••• to describe significant 

relationship which exist between figures shown on a balancesheet, in 

a profit and loss account, in a budgetary control 
~1; (3) 

other part of the accounting organisation. W. •" 

system or in any 
• 

The ratio analY~ 

provides guides and clues especially in spotting trends towards 

better or poor performance, and in finding out significant devia-

tion, ll.owever, the ratios are only guides in analYsis of financial 

scatements, and are not conclusive end in themselves. 
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' 
The ratios of items, in a set of financial statements, 

to each other measure the relative magnitude of the items and so 

are measures of tne financial structure as of the date of the 

statements. Several ratios can be calcUlated from the accounting 

data contained in financial statements and can be grouped into 

various classes according to the financial activity or function to 

be evaluated. One way of classifying the ratios is: 

• 

(i) Balance sheet ratios (relationship between items 
appearing in the balance sheet); 

(ii) Profit and Loss Account ratios (rllationship be
tween items appearing in the Profit and Loss 
Jccount) ; and 

(iii) I,nter-statement ratios (relationship between items 
- one appearing ill. the Profit and Loss Account and 
the other appearing in the Balance Sheet). •. 

The above classification, however, is rather crude1 

since it leads one to think that analysis of the income statement 

or the balance-sheet can be attempted in isolation. 

,;he other way of classifying ratios is on the basis of 

the requirement of various users. Accounting ratios in this 

aohEIIIe may be classified into the following four categories: 

(a) Liquidity ratios :(to measure a firm's ability to 
meet current obligations); 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

:Leverage ratios 1 (to measure the extent of debt 
and equity in financing firm's assets); 

Activity ratios : (to renect the firms ef:ti(liency 
in utilising its assetg); : .. -
fTofitability ratios : (fQ if~~~ tq~ R~t~ per-
formance and effectivenli!sS tsr the' fil:'il)o · , 
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An evaluation of a bUsiness enterprise on the basis of 

simple ratios is narrow and detached from the organism as a whole. 

"•~atio to themselves, their value at a given moment, have no value 
(4) 

for decision making, only their movements have significance". The 

simple ratio value at any point of time cannot say good or bad in a 

way that Will permit managerial action or decision.-making. The 

value can only provide a clue. "As the ratio moves in time i.e. 

is plotted as a curve, we can get some idea of its characteristics, 
i,' 

whether negative or positive. However, the value of the movement • ~: ,, 

can be determined only by comparing the movement of that curve with 

the curves sho>Ting the movements of other important ratios. The 

greater the number of curves plotted, the &reater the validity 

assessing the relationship, of determing over-all patterns of good 
(5) 

or bad11 • 

Financial ratios have been used as an analytical tech

nique for assessing the performance of business operations. Prior 

to develoj!llent of quantitative measures of business performance, 

agencies• were established to supply a quantitative type of infor

mation assessing the credit-worthiness of particular merchants. 

Formal aggregative studies concerned with portents of' business 
(6) 

failure were evident in 1930's", but it is only recently that 

researchers have applied rigorous empirical techniques for .~~ 
(7) 

enhancing the quality of the ratio analysis • 

The use of financial ratios for various types of pre

dictions analysis had been a topic of interest for quite sometime 

* Dun &: Bradstreet was the first. 
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Of 
1 number~ researchers have tried to predict corporate bond ratings 

(8) (9) (10) 
(Horrigan, 1969; Pine he s and Ml.ngo; 1973a; Pogue end Soldafslcy, 

(ll) (D) 
1969i• west 1 1979) 1 to predict corporate failure (Altman, 1968; 

( 3) (14) (15) 
1973 ; Altllien and 1orr1s, 1976; Altman and ~i:!Goug!J.1 197~1 Altman, 

(16) (17) (.W) (.w) 
Haldeman and Nara;yanan1 1977; Beaver1 1966; 196Bai 1968b ; 

(20) (21; (2<!) ("3) (24) 
BlUI!i, 1974; Deakin 1 1972; Edmister, 1972; Gupta 1 1983; Libby 1 

("5) (26) (27) (28) 
1975; Meyer and Piffer, 1970; Moyer , 1977; Ohlson 1 1980; Gupta 1 

1983), to identify dif:t:erences among industries with respect to ' 
(~) (~) (31) 

financial ratios (Gupta, 1969; 1983, Gupta and Huenfer 1 1972) 
(32) (33) 

and test the ability of ratios over time (DeaLdn, 1976; Horrigan, 
(34) (35) 

1965; Laurent, 1979; Pinchesl Eubank 1 Mingo and caruthers, 1975; 
(36 

Pinches, Hingo and Caruthers, 1973), Besides these pioneers there 

are a host of other studies in the related areas. 

The research studies and current te::rts in financial 
. (37) (38) 

management (Engler, 1978; Howard and Upton, 1953; Schall and 
(39) (40) (41) 

Haley , 1979; Solomon , 1963j Solomon end Pringal, 1977; Van 
(42) l43) 

HQrne1 1975; Weston and Brigham1 1978) and financial statement 
.J (44) (45; (46) (47) 

analysis (Foster, 1978; Foulke, 1961; Guthllan, 1964; Helfert, 
(48) (49) (50) 

1967; Kennedy end ltllful.len1 1968; Levy, :j.974; J.(ver, 1972); con-

clude that certain sets of ratios contain specific informations and 

can be used for prediction or description of various attributes of 

the firm. 

been done 

1972. 

The more elaborate 
(51) 

by Trucker 1 1964; 

(54) 

analysis of the financial ratios has 
(52) (53) 

!Qine and Hessler, 1952, and Hiller, 

Trucker in his study developed and devised 429 
(55) 

specific ratios both primary add tertiary -' covering three major 
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areas of company actiltity : production, sales and capital finance, 

and explained their functions. According to Trucker, "a single 

ratio evaluates a seilment of th<:> capital structure but is unreliable 

for assessing the structure as a whole ... Tertiary ratios combine 

the elementary ratios so that a condensed picture or the total 
(56) 

movement can be ascertained." The author asserts that "ratios 

are not only for decision malting, they are used for balanced eva.. 

luator of conditions. The ratio acts as watch.. dogs, Ftmctioning 

with valid and balanced judgement, they furnish a device or stan.. 
(57) 

dard against which discussions can be made, • By the use of 

ratio movements through ch:;u-ts, Trucker 'typified' and diagonised 

practical situations and conditions in diversity of industries -

especially manufacturing ones. His object (of the study) was to 

install ratio analysis as an effective managerial tool by providing 

an understanding and making aware of inter-play of the variables 

constantly in motion in any company, 

(58) 
Kline and Hessler in their study developed· a sys-

tem for management control (popUlarly kP,hwn as DU 1'811 CHAHT SYSTEH 

OF CO!iTROL), The system utilised the ·ratio inter-relationships 

by providing an important aeries of charts and indica tors calling 

management's attention to desirable and underisable treads Of 

corporate )lerfo:mance. The object or DU POJIT system (llhibit-'II) 

vas to i.ii!Olate the elements entering into the f1aa1 figure in 

order to appraise the individual factors affect1ng performance. The 

ana:Lytic cilain of the syst.l developed on two tier comentrated 



I sar e s I }l:inu s 
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Divided by 
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Source 1 Kuchhal, S. C. 1 "Corporation Finance, 
.Allahabad, 1981, P. 32. 

Chaitanya Publishing House, 
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att.ntion on the management performance - both operating and finan

cial. Thus, "oiiCe a compacy has developed standards of performai!Ce 

regarding the various ratios1 it 
~59) 

changes with such a system. n 

(60) 

becomes easy to judge performance 

Miller attempted, in his works, to pre..at a 

•eause and effect' ratio dividing ratios into two groups: (i) caiiiiSl. 

ratios and (11) ratios that measure eft'ect. The cause and effect 

relationship have been traced by the author orn.y among ratio, inter..&. 

!Iiller stressed and showed that ratios can be transformed into an 

equation far mathematical analYsis in the form : 'effect= f (cause)' 

i.e .• effect is the fWlCtion of cause. rhe abstract relativity depic

ted by the equation is rather suggestive, if not conclusive, of the 

working of an enterprise. Mill~r•s 'cause and effect' relationship 
(61) 

is •not between a ratio and the uitimate survival of the firm." The 

examples which the author has used to illustrate points "ignore some 

of the most important problems that arise in practical analysis in 

this imperfect wo!lld - distortions and incomparabUities resulting 

from price level changes and differences among firms in respect of 
(62) 

financial practices." 

As ratio is a statistical yardstic that provides a 

measure of relationship betweeri two variables or figures, the tecb

n1cal co-ltfficients of tb.e matrix of ratios calculated from the 

figures of a given financial statements disPlay specific and 

objective relationship among the various factors recorded in those 

statements. They present a convenient means of e~nicating the 
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needful intormation to tile observer and serve as a tool of mana&e

ment. "Tile ratio assists management in its basic functions of fore-
• ~3) 

casting, planning, co-or'dination, control and communication.• 

Hence, a framework of ratios can be developed for tile micro level 

and/or macro level. to carryout effective and usetul. analysis. 

In our study, tile variables are relative rattler tllan 

absolute to eacb otller. After considering the linkage of variables 

tnrougb •cause• and 'effect•, tile degree of relativity of any two 

variables from ·tile siune org8.nism bas been measured by a ratio. Thus, 

a ratio· is non-·zero resultant quotient and not merelY a proportion 

of two quantities taken at a time. ·Of the two variables, one is 

independent and to be taken as 'cause' and the other variable is 

dependent and to be considard as •et'i'ect '• Tile independent variable 

has been taken as the denominator and the dependent variable as 

numerator. This mathematical relation can be shown as: 

y = f (x) where, y = •effect• 

x = 'cause• 

Thus, 1 effect 1 is the rune tion of 1 cause '• Hence, 

effect is dependent variable and 'cause' is the independent one. 

Hence, 

('effect•) = f ('cause') 

'~ffect' = P• (Resultant ouctient) 
~ •• ,~a! . 

This equation liruts,-erfect• to •cause' with a eo-efficient 'P' of 



Therefore, IWIO = 'effect' 
•cause 1 • 

~for example, GP = f (NS) 

or GPNS = ~ 

87 

where GP = effect 

NP = cause 

GPNS = RatioJ 

In this way, a ratio stands as an index of relativity 

of two variables. 

Again, every rel.ationship can be transformed into an 

equation for mathematical analysis. "An equation is a truism. in 

ohe ex-post sense. In order to have practical significance, the 

variables of the equation shoUld be intE)rpreted in the ell/'-llte sense 
(64) 

or in causal sense." The abstract rel.ativity depicted in any 

equation is rather suggestive, if not conclusive, of the working 

of any coDcern, lleDce, mathematical precision arrived at from 

ratio analysis has, at times, little relationship with reality, 

Inspite of these short-comings and limitations, the ratios are a 

most valuable measu~e to study the financial performance of diffe-

rent concerns over times. 

Every act in any area of a company will have its effect 

on the company structure. "Every act causa.~ changes throughout the 
(65) 

firm and would be reflected on the balance sheet." To evaluate 

this change an isolated ratio in itself can be misleading. So, 

combination of ratios are needed. Combined ratios are inter-related 

particularly those between the balance sheet and the iDcome state-
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-ment, and evaluates major segments or the financial statements. They 

halp to determine in what direction the firm is heading for the 

particular segment under stney. For example, net profit (NP) to net 

sales (NS) is a relat1Q9.ship between net worth (NW), the total capi

tal employed (TCE), and fixed asset (FA). This can be vl!sualised 

as: 

NS = Net sales 

= NW = Net worth 

FA = Fixed Asset. 

TCE= Total Capital employed. = NP 
1m 

But , this is not the only combination of ratios which 

wlll yield the NP/NS result. Similar combined ratio can be deve

loped for inventory turnover ratib : 

= He !NV = Inventory 

REC = llecei vables. 

or NS/INV may relate •ther factors to show the same result. For 

example, 

= 

= 

NS/INV 

( NS/FA~ ,/l JrL.rM) 
(~ ) 

NS/INV 
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In this context, it is to be noted that items cancelled 

out did have their effect as the st)'le of framework to form ths 

combined ratio contained them; and the process of mathematics to 

derive the condensed nat resUlt cancelled (drivad) them out oUlY 

physically. Their accOAiplishmant and effect contained in toto in 

the condensed form. To prove this 1 we consider the ratio for the 

return on invested capital: 

NP/NW 

= 

= 

!L'his ratio apparently indicates that a change in TCE 

woUld not af.rect the return on invested capital. But this cotil.d 

not be so, for the same condition. For if the TCE changes, and 

since total capital employed {TCE) is equal to total external lia

bility {TL) plus total internal liability {NW) 1 any dhange in NW 

ch&nges the return for the same level of profits. Similarly, other 

typical inter-relationship are: 

{1) 

'~ 
= I X NS m 

{11) NS = lv X II'IV 
'iii NW 

or NS m:r = ~ 
.. 

ram = If X w: ...... 

Likewise 1 a number of combined ratios that encompass 

financial activities of a firm can be developed. 
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To analyse performance as disclosed by the absolute 

figures of financial statements·large number of standard ratios 

need be developed, For the purpose of our study of the tea indust~ 

the standard ratios that have been considered are as categorised 

below: 

I. Profitability Ratios: 

(a) Gross profit to Net Sales : GPNS (Gross profit ratio). 

(b) Net profit to Net Sales : NPNS (Net profit ratio). 

(c) Net profit to Net Assets : NPNA (Net profit Asset ratio). 

(d) Net profit to Net worth t N.PNW (Net profit worth index). 

II. !!gl vepcy Ratios. 

(a) Net worth to Fixed liability : NWFL (owned - long-termcbon'owed 
capital index). 

(b) Fixed Assets to Fixed liabi-· 
lity 

(c) Total Liability to Net Sales 

(d) Fixed Liability to Working 

III. Liquidity Ratios. 

(a) Current Assets to current 
liability 

(b) ~ick Assets to current 
liability 

: F AFL (Lenders 1 Safety factor). 

: TLNS (Sales..;iiability Index), 

: FLWC (Working capital Funded 
debt balance). 

: CACL (Current Ratio). 

: ~ACL (Quick Ratio). 

·(c) Gurrent Assets to Net wor$1l 1 CANW (Olrrent worth Index). 

(d) Cost of Goods sold to Average• INVTR (~~~Turnover). 
Inventory 

(e) Net sales to working Capital t NSWC (Working (lapital Turnover), 
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PROFI'£ A!!ILITY 

Accounting profit is derived from sales revenue after 

taking congnit;ance of no~operating incomes and gains and subs

tracting operating expenses and losses, It is the result of a 

mathemlltical procedure transformed into accounting techniques. The 

residue is arrived at after a number of additions and subs1;ract1ons 

of many and varied items from the gross income, Profitability does 

indicate the ability to earn profit i.e. a rate, to be based. on the 

contribution that helped to earn or realise the profit, The owner

investors in corporate bodies share this final profit as a return to 

their contribution in the corporate equity, A rate of return earned 

as protit i.e. profitability represents a high positive cottelation 

to the amount of profits earned, The rate of return earned b;r the 

firm on the total liability, owned and loaned, reveals the gross 

productivity of assets. The two major profitability ratios, are : 

(i) profitability in relation to sales and (ii) profitability in 

relation to investment. To focuss light on the profitability of tea 

companies in Terai by wa;r of ratios, the profit/losses of the sample 

units in relation to sales, assets and net worth have been presented 

in the table given below: 

'Pl.e ase see next page) 
• 
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TABLE- ILl 

frofit.ability; Ratios 

Ratios 
Year 

GPNS NPNS NPNW NPNA 

1974 0,2537 0.0733 0.2061 Oo0698 

1975 0.2216 0.0204 0.0458 0.0173 

1976 0,2356 0.0747 0.2167 o.0696 

1977 0.2784 0.0711 0.2424 0.0769 

1978 0.0788 (-) 0.0723 (-) 0.3434 (-)0.0665 

1979 0.1275 (-) o.o457 (-) 0.2553 (-)0.0369 

1980 0.0156 (-) o.l373 (-) 1.9519 (-)0.1196 

1981 o.0073 (-) 0,1159 2,()!52• (-)0,1312 

Mean 0,1523 C-) 0.0164 (-) 0,4906 (-)0,0151 

• The denominator and the numerator both are negative. 

' gROSS PROFIT RATIO. 

The excess of sales revenue over direct cost of 

production or the cost of direct servives denotes the gross profit. 

This excess is a non-zero and non-negative quantity. This element 

can be termed as a finanCial variable as the function of sales 

gives rise to profit and can be expressed as: 

Profit = F (sales) 

denoting clearly that profit is the dependent vari.able and sales is 
• 

the independent one, To explain the relativity between G:ross 
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)rofit and Net Sales the same functional relationship can be depic

ted as : 

GP " f (NS) 

or GP = P• (GPNB) 
il'S 

(Provided GP > MC) 

.liS " Net Sales. 

GP " Gross profit. 

MC " Mar g1nal Ccst, 

GPNS = Gross profit Ratio. 

This ratio indicates that the lower the ratio, the 

higher the cost o1' goods sold; and thereby the lower the capacity 

of the firm to recover non.-operationsl charges and the capacity to 

pay dividends. fhe lower the ratio the lower the productivity of 

per:::-:rupee of investment made, l.rly fluctuation in this ratio may 

be due to fluctuation in tbl; value of either of the variables or 

of the both. Since manufacturing overheads include a fixed element 

as well, a decliDS in the volume of sales will lower this ratio and 

the vice-versa. 

In Terai tea industry the GPIIS varies in between 

o.0073 and o.2784 per rupee of sales made duria& the period IIDder 

observation. .A. linear equation (line of the best fit) has been 

formed on the basis of figures (Table-'II,l) to explain the nature o1 

relationship and trend values of the series, 

GPHS = 0,1523 - o. 0390 t; 

The above equation clearly states tflat GPIIIS is decli..;' 

ning at an 81U1Ual rate of o.o390 from the time series average of 

o,l523, The standard error of the estimate is o.Q496. The 



acceptability of the regression co-efficient judged on •t• test , 

indicates that the calcUlated value· of 1 t 1 (0.1969) for 7 degrees 

of freedom at 5% level of. significaDCe (95% level of collf'idenee) 1s 

l"s than the table value (2.447) and 1s, therefore, highly reliable. 

:!!be estimated probability about the mean comas. 1oo 0.9971 and is 1n 

consonance with the reliability of regression co-'ef'ficient. 

:rbe trend val us of the ratio reveals that the margi

nal cost of' manui'acturing has been increasing due to increase 1n the 

cost of gre911 tea leaves produced - the only basic raw material 

which 1s dependent on the vagaries of nature and perishable orw """ 

and rise 1n the aDC1lliary direct costs like wage, f'uel1 chargeable 

exPenses etc. Besides, there are idle-capacity and scarcity of' 

casual labourer at the peak season. However, in the last two years 

(1960 and 1981) of' the period under review, the imrease 1n marginal 

cost was mainlY because of' the decrease in the volume of' green tea 

leaves caused by severe draught. :!!he sales revewe also could 110t 

lotep pace with direct cost because of' depressed markltt conditions ~ 

a more marked ons during the later periods of' the study. Within a 

time space of' eight years, the former increased by 2.3393 times 

(base .;.1 l974). :!!he GP progressively declined and at certain times 

showed a negative margin f'or a number. of' sample units 



Year 

No. or 
Units. 

l.974 

0 

176 

0 

176 '77 

0 0 

178 '79 
-·.-

2 

180 

" u•• 

45 

181 

*,excluding 01111 CCIIIjlan;y wbose aUdited annual accounts are 110t 
_·available as AG:Hs, are pending sil:lce J.979. 

**B:ml.uding two companies whose Allnl1aJ. accounts coul.d 110t be made 
ava:Uable as their ACllls bad 110t been bald on and rraa l980. 

The amounts of GP seemed to haw left little or no margin to recoverf 

indirect costs,expenses and i'in!lllCial cbargeso The last item is 

siaeable one in Tea Industry as the contribution to permanent workinl 

capital by long term sources is negligible. The paucity of long 

term funds could also be evidenced from the distress sale ot tea to 

secure cash int'l.ows to overcome tecilll1cal insolvencies. 

C PBOF:rJ: WIO. 

The net profit implies that ma!U1tactur1ng, trading 

and ~-trading income and gains from all sources have been taken 

into eocount and likell1se incidental and overhead charges c0110erning 

the above accounts have been properJ.Y a~~countad for and adJusted, 

e:rcluding tbe contingent items. NP is arrived at frCIIII GP after 

deducting and adding non-operating eJ!i)enses and gaine. It is tbe 

final residUe or balance available for distribution amongst the 

owners of tbe company. 1be linkage of' NP with NS is like that of 

GP discussed earlier (p - 4,..Jcl. Therefore JP is the dependent 



variable and liS is the indepandent one. :!:his can be expressed as: 

liP : f (liS) 

or .liP = x. NS 

or = x. NPNS 

:. I .J I .. 9 

Tilt 1 renects: 

i) the net return on fund invested; 

ii) the total cost of production for the sales made. 
~ 

iii) the capacity to improve financial sonrulJIIIsso 

A higher .IIPiiS ratio would indicate a higher yield on 

the capital employed and, therefore, the lower total cost. :!:he 

opposite of this is also true. If the question of non-operational 

charges is e~lUded from the sales revenues, the profit has hig-h 

Positive correlation with the volume of sales revelllle itself. When 

this ratio is low, it indicates low returns on investment and !'Osi

tively correlates the pay-out ratios; if the company is a 'listed one, 

the market price of shares may go down assuming externalities in 

stock market mechsnism being constant. 

The NPNS of the Terai tea companies in West Bengal 

discloses a much discouraging record of its performance. During the 

period under review it could never earn a profit above Oo0747 of per 
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rupee of sales made. The position worsened in 1978-81 and touched 

the 1 owest level of (-) o.l.337 in. 1980. There was prolonged 

draught. duri11g second-half of the octennium (1978-Bl). However, a 

comparative less-loss during ~979 was not due to efficient oppera

tional management but due to 60 per cent reduction iQ. export dUty 

from the third quarter of the year 1978 and its ultimate abolition 
(66) 

in February 1979. 

Inspite of very much favourable price opportunity 

(price boom) in 1977, the gap between GPNS and NPNS widened undtsi• rably and the NPNS could not reach record of the previous year which 

claims to be the highest of the margins during our review period. 

Tbe NP!lS largely follows the style of the rate of GPNS. This rela

tivity and the trend of the NPJIS may be observed from the equation 

depicted below1 

NPNS = - Oo0164 - o.3J.2 t; 

(Standard error of the estillate Oo0404) 

• The negative trend of NPNS is due to sharp deteriora

tion in the net profits of tea companies in the later part of the 

time series largely because of increased indirect costs. Besides, 

the cost of external. capital. also played a very decisive role to 

cause the profits to diminish. Tile acutenass of the degree of 

deterioration can be observed through the mean value which is 

negative (-0.0164). The acceptability of the slope of regression 

line judged on 1t 1 - test at 5~ level of significance for 7 degrees 

of freedom illdicates that calculated value of 1t 1 (.0099) is much 
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less than table value (2,306) and becomes highly reliable, The 

estimated probability about the mean comes to 0.9841 and is highly ·· · 

irponsonance with that of the regression slope.. This is very much 

significant, A good number of companies disclosed much affinity 

to~>ards the average tendency of the low productivity and/or negative 

rate of return, The general reflection on the Terai as a whole, as 

well as, upon tb.e Tea Industry of \-lest Bengal, could be observed 

from net working capital conditions and also fr001 the shares prices 

of quoted canpanies. It also leads us to conclusion that cost of 

adrllinistration and cost of external sources reduces of the profits 11 
and the inefficiency of management is responsible for improper util:L.. 

zation of the funds leading to we.akened condition of the industry, 

.IIBC PROFIT ASSET RA!IO 

Tangible assets act as a means of production. The 

productivity of assets, especially fixed assets, is dependent on 

their utilization. They conserve potentialities for future earning, 

Thus utilization of the capacity of' such assets determines their 

productivity which leads to earniug capacity or profitability of the 

firm. When the market is stable i,e, absortive and less obstructive, 

profit is highly correlated witn tne production. But in Tea industr)l 

seasonality of tne only basic raw material (tea leaves) and thereby 

seasonal working of tne factories lead to under"utilisation of tneir 

installed capacity. By and large, fund and plant both remain idle 

during slack season. Thus productive capacity cannot be utilised 

fully. The resultant effect leads to the decline in the rate of 

return on total investment. 



The rate of return for our purpose, could be determined by: 

NP ( N6) = NP 
l'il 

= NPNA Ratio 

:. NP = (NPNA Ratio) (NA) 

i.e. NP linked to !U. with the co-efficient or 
NPNA Ratio. 
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This ratio reflects how many rupees of assets are 

required to produce a rupee's worth of profit i.e. profitability of 

funds employed in the total assets. It indico.tes the profit-asset 

relationship and thereby the overall efficiency of the production 

function. A high value of this ratio indicates better level of 

operational activity. If other conditions remain the same an 

increase in the assets indicates the increase in sales and thereby 

increase in the profits and the vice-versa. A downward trend in 

this ratio needs a check and may possibly be raised by liqUidation 

of non-operating assets. 

The value of NPNA for Terai tea industry shows a 

very dismal picture especially of the later period of the studY 

(Table - II.t). It never exceeded o.o769 with the lowest being 

(-) o.l.'3l2. Its linear trend bears a close resemblance with thst 

of NP~!i (:L'able II.l). By implication, it seems to indicate the 

sell~ inactivity and disproportionate investment of funds in non

operating assets. In reality, the former function cannot be blamed 

of as it is primarily and mainly done through selected 1 auction 

centres' regulated by the government with open biddings contested 

by i countries of the globe; nor it is because of managerial opera-
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..ting inefficiency but due to seasonal working of plant and machinery 

(factories) because seasonality of the basic input prohibit the , 
fuller utilization of the installed capacity, The fund and plant 

remain iallt•h during the off and lean season. Besides, of the two 

types of activities in tea .!. the agro and manufacturing _, the 

former claims the lion's share of investment in assets. But in most 
' 

of the cases, the agro-capacity (lease-hold grant of land) remains 

unutilised or under-utilised or mis-utilized. The malady of in-

activity of agro and manufacturing slackens the rate of return on 

total investment, The return on disproportionate investment of 

funds in operating assets has turned into negative fWlCtion of time, 

NPNA = - Oo015l - 0,0304 t ; 

This negativity does not necessarily prove an unfair 

financial working and unsound utilization of available resources. 

The average NPIU of our samPle is - 0.0151 with a standard deviation 

of 0.0857, The standard error of the mean comes to 0.0324, The 

mean value: is quite significant. The slope of the regression line 

indicates onl.y.,o,0022 of the standard eifor of the estimated value. 

As the calculated •tj value (.0074), for (n-2) degrees of freedan 

is smaller than table value of •t• at one percent significance level 

(3,707) the values are highly reliable, 

Despite under ubilization of capacUies at manufatl

turing level, there are evidences of ,efforts to improve the condi

tion of agro-activities 'hrough expansion. Though seasonallty 

factor acts as a deterrent to fuller utilization of installed 
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capacities, it needs adjus~s through diversi:t'icat1on in the 

production structure/outputs. 

NET PROFIT-WQij±H INDEX. 

Tangible assets less outside liability is the net

worth of a concern. It is the liability towards contributors to 

the capital and an internal source o:t' fund. It is the technical 

liability towards the equity shareholders m10 is to share the resi

dual profits in consideration of this risk and sacrifice, As a 

matter of policy and for the reason of meeting the contingencies 

some part of the .residual profits are set aside.by the way of i 

general and specific reserves. Though creation of specific reserves I 
I 

curtails freedom to appropriate profits according to sweetwill, 

such retentions do not cancel the claim of the share holders over 

it, Hence, the sum total of the primary fund and the accumUlated 

reserves constitute the net-11orth. In normal condition eradually 

such reserves dominate in capital structure and thereby help to 

generate increased.profit with dilution in ownership, 

Considering liP as the final outeome of the total 

investments of rm, ti1eir linkage can be expressed as: 

NP 
iiiii 

or liP 

= !IPIM 

= Ratio (NW) 

= NPllW (NW) 
(NPNW = Ratio) 



This ratio indicates : 

1) the profitabi~ity of the owner's fUnd; 

11) a crude cost'o:t' internal sources of fund; 

iii) the confirmation of the NP!iS ratio; 

iv) the efficiency of financial and operational 
!llanagement; and 

v) expected gains/losses by. trading on equity. 

A high Nl'IIW indicates an increase in tbe 

of the firm and thereby its positive effect on the market price of 

shares i.e. prices of shares increase. 

In Terai ..:.. 0.4906 is tbe mean NPNW. with a standard 

deviation of 1.1009 and the standard error of the mean comes to 

0.4161. In relation to time itself, the linkage of NP with the 

NW can be examined from the following lltnear equation: 

NPNW = - 0.4906 - o.0983 t; 

(standard error of estimate o.85B7) 

The negative co-efficient of the function of time iS due to sharp 

fall in NP, increased cost of goods sold as well as fell of output 

dlle to ext;reme unfavourable natural conditions upon which the tea 

indUstry in Terai alike tnat of country as a wnole is dllpendEIDt. 

The negative function assor,ts a definite erosion of capital. As 

tne mean value deviates widely from year to year SIICh erosion is 

not evenly distributed and tne annual uneven dllcrease is in conso

nance with tne losses imurred. A bighl;y posttiv. correlation 
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between l!!PNS and HPNW (both decl.ining) supports this point. An 

examination of HPllW along with liP.rA reveals that assets are largely 
-

fi:canced from external sources or funds. .Again, as the HPNS ratio 

considerably surpassed the NP!iW, it illlplicitl.Y indicates a non-match 

of sales level with that of c ap:ttal fund. 

The net-worth of Terai tea companies has declined on 

the whole. In order to check the annual decline i~ the rate of 

HPNW, there has not been any effective adjustment or control by the 

management itself other than the partial efforts to increase volume 

of output. Due to financial ailments the reserves Cit' Terai tea 

industry are declining alarmingl.;y and the condition has reached to 

such a level that networtll or a number of units stands negative or 

the margin or net assets over outside liabllities is much thin. we 
note an unmistakaable sign ..._, ~erai tea companies are tending 

towards insolvency risks. 

I£IQI 

The capacity to 111eet fillll.ljl:ial obligations has a 

significant bearing upon the financial strength of a firm. The 

solveooy of a firm is tile abstract measure of its credit-wrthilWss. 

Tile excess of all assets> excluding fictitious one, over the outside 

liabllities is the solvency itself. This solveooy also indicates 

nature or financial structure ot' the firm. It indicates, to wllat 

extent the external sources of t'unds have been tapped by the ry.. 
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The amount of profit or loss does not indicats the 

nature of sources or funds employed. A profitable fim may not 

always be a solvent one. To inCrease the volume of profit inJection 

of more and more funds stressing on external sources only mq lead 

to the verge or bankruptcy. The rational objective (of firm) 

should be continuance of optimum profit consistent with its finan

cial structure. The profitability and the solvency shoUld not be 

milted up; both shoUld be controlled and treated approtJII'atel.y. ,, 

To make a financial ·analysis meaningfUl, solvency 

ratios are considered a necessary exercise. For our stuey1 the 

following solvency ratios have been worked out: 

URI.§ .i I&.~ 

*l Yl!J¥ll£ BAtioa 
I 

Year I BW/FL I FA/FL I :r.r.'NS FWWC 

1974 4.6053 5.7052 1.1294 ~ 0.6359 

1975 9.3022 9,9565 1.2664 .: 0.2479 

1976 11.9992 14.8402 1.1240 ;j o•~ 

1977 12.5697 15.4916 0.9568 .i 0.2194 

1978 2.8067 5.5109 lol698 - 0.4007 

1979 1.5635 4.1006 1.3325 -· 0.4762 

1980 0.7341 4oll5lll 1.3052 - 0.3218 

1981 (.') Oo7025 4.5705 1.1226 -· 0.2119 

Mean 5o3598 8.0421 1ol758 · • Oo3395 



Wort~UabUitz Inqex (NWFL) 

"The use of loJJg-term debt in tile fin811Cin& jlloce

sses is one of th8 way to improve the return on equity capital Wit~ 
. (67) 

out increasiJJg tile return on total investment. • Tbe return on 

equity and earnings psr sb.are are affected by tile low cost of debt 

capital. It is raised in a proportion to pro,..tGrT fund. Debt 

is cheapsr than equity not only because of the relative absenee of 

risk from tile view point of investors, but also because interest 

charges are tax deductive expense. :J!I:Jj;l firm that uses debt capital 

e:xcessively and disproportionately is eJq>osed to heavy risk of 

insolveney. The use of debt capital warrants control in due time so 

that it can be at the optimum level. The NWFL interests both the 

investors and the lenders as this ratio acts as a signal towards 

solvency vis-·a-v1s insolvency. Tne linkage of NW and FL can be 

expressed as follows: 

NW " NW • TL 
Ff: on; " PI: 

._., NW 
ii'L 

= NWFL (Ratio) 

• • • NW " (NWFL) (FL) 

The components of tile ratio evinee : 

i) the hature of soUl'ces of fWld - both. internal and 
external ~ availed of by the firm; 

ii) the abUity or capacity of the f11'111 to borrow frQII 
external SQill'ces; 

iii) the propensity of lenders to supPlY :l'unds• 
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A bigb.Eir vaJ.ue o:f this ratio indicates dependence 

upon internal sources and bettar capacity to borrow :funds :frOJll 

external sources. A low ratio indicates just the opposite. A low 

NWFL damages badly the credit~wortb.iness of the :firm and, tb.ereby, 

ability to meet financial emergencies, even at higher rates of 

interests. 

In Terai, the NWFL was gradually improving at a 

diminishing rate upllo 1977 but later it declined sharplY• Tb.e 

acceleration at diminishing rate reached its record level of more 

than l2 times within a period of 4 years (1974-77), This indi

cates a reasonable dependence on internal sources during this 

period. This has been also corroborated by NP!flv and UPTA distri. 

bution pattern over the same period. It could be observed from the 

table that the time span of increase and fall is more or less equal. 

The comparatively much lo"er UWFL (1978-81) depictins tb.e decline 

of internal sources asserts the importance and exuberance of exter-· 

nal sources in the financial structure of Terai tea companies. This 

can be evidenced from the equation: 

NWFL = 5,3598 - 1.4413 t; 
(Standard error of tb.e estimate 3.6058) 

The negative function of the co-efficient is due to spontaneous 

decrease and increase in NW and FL respectively i.e. decrtase in 

the numerator and increase in the 'denominator. The decrease in 

tb.e numerator has been duly signalled by botb. the NPNS and the 

NPTA and likewise the increase in the latter b:r tb.e FLTL 
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(Xable- II.4), Xl1e mean value of' NP!M comes to 5,3589 ;11th a 

standard deviation of 3,5303, This high nuctuation indicates 

the inconsisteney and in-coherency in the capital structure of 

Terai tea compahies. Xhe 1 t 1 test on the regression SloPe also 

provides the same evidence about its linearity (calculated value 

of •t• (11,4115)) table value of 1t 1 (2,447 at s;; level of sig

nificance). A second degree parabola of the time regression 

(!r</l}L = 4.6834 + 2,8559 t - 0.4774 t";' the standard error of the 

estimate 2,286} also adduces the same. 

FIXED ASSE;TS LIABILITY INDEp;. 

(Fixed Assets long-term liability ratio). 

Long term or fixed assets are generallY financed by 

funds from long term sources as a matter of policY i.e. capital 

expenditure is financed by capital funds. At certain times, 

capital borrowings are also initiated by firms for funding or 

refWlding purposes. Since fixed assets generate from capital 

eXPenditure, an increase in the fixed assets must renect the 

increase in such sources Wlless either as a very short-tel'!ll ma.

sure or imprudently financed from short-term sources. In the 

relationship between fixed assets and long-term debt (i.e, fixed 

liability), the former is the dependent variable and the latter 

is independent variable. ThiS- ve"J!y characteristic of dependency 

and independency points to the rationality of fun~ investment. 

This linllage can be shown as: 



~ = (FAFL) (FA) 

FA = (Ratio) FL 

= (F AFL) (FL) 
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(FAFL = Ratio) 

The inverse of tb.is ratio i.e, "FLIF A, is ltnown as 
.(68) 

lenders safety factor" and indicates: 

i) the degree of guarantee to lenders through the 
fixed assets; 

ii) the degree of utilization of external sources in 
fixed assets; 

iii) the limit to which borrowing could be made for 
financing capital projects; and 

iv) the degree of inSolvency risk (when FAFL) l the 
insolvency is ineVitable and the condition tecomes 
very much alarming), 

Gauer ally, no industry allows the F AFL to drop down 

the unit level (except for a very short-term before new issues). 

The higher the ratio the better is the position in risk pay-offs. 

Hence firms exert efforts to uphold this ratio above unity so that 

enough margin of safety can be assured of, 

In case of our sample, the average value of F AFL is 

8.0421 end is too much above the unity. But such a higher margin 

do not attract the lenders as this 'lender's safety index' deviates 

by 4,8638 about its mean value despite the conditions that the mean 

value never dipj.d belOI< the level of 4.1006 which is also mucb. above 

the unity but less than the value of deviation about the mean itself, 

Xb.is seemingly impressive mean (8,0421) has further been shadowed by 

the annual declining rate ~-0.9419) and is quite insignificant 
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L-calcuJ.ated value of •t 1 (4.3747) is higher than the table value of 

1t 1 (2.365) for 7 degrees of freedom at 5 per cent level of signifi

cance_!. The lenders feel shaky; and not unreasonable and irra

tional to ask for even the personal guarantee of the directors for 

the supply of funds. The l!'l.TL and nCL (Table II.4) also adduce 

evidence to this as there were large dependence on short-term debts. 

This tendency is continuous one ibn Terai tea and a negative co-effi

cient of FAFL confirms its continuous by declining condition over the 

period under review. 

F AFL = s.o421 _, o. 9419 t; 

(Standard error of the estimate = 3.9152) 

A crippling addition to the fixed block (net) except 

that of only one year (1980) and sometime through occasional reva

luation cause the FA to sWell but comparatively the FL did not keep 

pace with its counterpart; rather the latter moved just in the 

opposite direction during the first half of the period under review, 

thus causing the Jo'AFL to sWell abnormally. The government initia

tives (both by Central and State) of rescue measures calmed down the 

ratio; yet, by and large, it was much higher than unity. 

TNJLLII.4 

Liability Ratios 

11974 [l.975 I 1976 l.977 11978 11979 Ll98o .I 1981 
f 

FL/TL .0683 .0378 .0256 .0244 .0641 .0859 .0734 .0705 

FL/CL .1213, (,)0622 .0412 .0384 .0944 .12lto5 .0971 .0921 

FA/ft .3899 .3767 .3793 .3779 .3533 .3521 .3055 .3220 
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SJL¥ ..: LIAB:O:.!I!Y INDEX 

{Total Liability to net sales), 

O:>nt1nuance of-operational activities needs 

physical assets, operational inputs as well as the cash to meet 
·k. 

routine expenses. In short period, a low level operation as well, 

as high level one may lead to insolvency. Sometimes, speedy, opera

tional activities force a business to incurr heavy liability for 

bulk purchase of inputs, ~~d the cash to meet routine expenses, As 

a result, current liability increases to a larger extent; and the 

position becomes a dama~;ing one if sales are to be deferred and/or 

do not keep pace with the volume of current production. To avoid 

this risk, earlier conversion of output into cash helps to dilute 

the liabilities earlier. Hence, it is tile efficacy of sales that 

determines the degree of such risk• The liabilities that overcame 

this risk is closely related to sales. 

In the causal relationship between sales (NS) 

and total liability (T1) 1 the former is independent variable and 

the 1 attar is the dependent one. We can say 1 total liability is 

function of sales and can be linked as1 

TL = f (NS) 

T1 = P. (Resultant quotient), 
im' 

• TI.NS i (TI.NS = a Ratio) • • = 

'fhis ratio can be termed as sales-liability 

Index as it reveals tile extent of TL which can be set off by sales. 
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This ratio indicates the saJ.es productivity of total resources of a 

firm as well as the rate of capital formation. The lo;rer the ratio 

the better is the position of the firm as it indicates promising 

set-offs of liabilities, >rhen TLNS ( 1, saJ.es are to be judged as 

productive, but if TIJlS> 1, it indicates the glooll\'f condition of the 

firm. 

.. 
The sales - liability ratio is an unfavourable ;,· 

one for the tea companies in Terai. It never touched the unity or 

the below unity level save that of one year (1977). During 1977 

only, the tea companies had the opportunity to :reduce the gro>ring 

burden of liabilities. For the remaining years, tl>e index always 

moved above unity level and some times <tas above its mean value 

(1,1758). The tea companies got involved in financial difficulties 

and ran the risk of insolvency. The resUltant effect >~as virtual 
(69) 

closure of a few companies though none >rent into liquidation. The 

importance of sales-liability index in tea is of prime importanee as 

sales of almost 100 per cent output are executed through •Auction 
. (70) 

Centres' and the condition of Terai tea is not a hopeful one. 

The position of TLNS is a positive function of 

time and signifies an upward movement of the ratio: 

TLUS = lol758 + O,Oll7 t; 

(standard error of the estimate o,ll5) 

If the US continues to be disturbed in the IJSar 

future the comp~es woUld go insolvent due to heavy indebtedness. 



In comparison witb. F AFL, tb.e TLNS is more prominent in current zone 

as FLCL never exceeds 0,1215 ('!!able II.4) and tb.us stands as an 

alarming one and leads to conclude tb.at tb.e main insolvency risk 

is confined to current zone of tb.e financial set up of Terai tea 

companies. 

Tb.e matching principle, one of the oldest pltaciple 

in the subject of finance caumands, "Finance short..term needs with 

short..term sources and finance long-term needs with long-'term 
(71) . 

sources•. Funds to repay such (short-term) loan come from 
·~ (72) 

liquidation of assets being financed (J?z _sh~.:::ter~ 0!!1.!)" and 

"such seasonal loans are repaid during slow sales periods when 
(73) 

inventories and receivables are low". Therefore, the use of short-

term sources l6ads greater insolvency risk than that of the long-' 

term one. "Even tb.ough short-term debt is generally less expensive 

than long-term debt use of short-term debt subjects the firm to 
(74) 

more risk than does long-term debt, • It is p1'41ferable that 

current liabilities are discb.arged from funds generated through 

current assets. In order to repay the current liabllity, the 

current fund sb.oUld normally be larger than short-term liabllities. 

The excess of tb.e former over that of the latter is tem.ed as 

working capital and can be divided into two parts -'-' permanent and 

temporary. The permanent working capital is the min1111U111 investlient 

in current assets which managanent has determillll d as being appro_. 

priate to current sales of the firm, The matching principle calli 

for financing of permanent working capital by long-'term sources, 
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hence, a positive balance or working capital obViouslY provides a 

gUarantee to long-'term cred:l.tors. :!:he larger the balance the grea

ter is the repaying capacity. However, a l¥1gative work:ing capital 

is also possible when the current liability exceeds the current 

assets and1 in such circWJlstances, the debt paying capacity remain 

non .. :e:d.stent. Hence the linkage or working capital with fixed lia-' 

bUity is a reasonable one and can be shown as: 

= FLWC (Ratio) 

FL = FLWC. 
dl\1: CL 

It is to point out that lllllt working capital ot ~erai 

tea companies &J.ways indicates a negative balance i.e. nowxistenoe 

or the fund itselt L-Annexure -' I (lCd.ii) J. ~his negative 

balance has bean considered to ;judge the condition ot the firms 

negatively. ~he r_atio always .lt.overed in between -l>e2025 and 

.U.6359. ~he negative WC deteriorated by degrees to the extent of 

7.19Z7 times (1974-'Bl) and a positive swing or FL bY 0.4172 times 

(1974-'81) widened tile gap in reality. During 197~'811 on an 

average, the WC !¥1gatively swelled by 3.1730 times ot FL. ~he rate 

or movement of the ratio can be observed from the following 

equation: 

FLWC = -o.425 + Oo019 t; 

(Standard eiJl'or or the estimate 0.1384) 

:!:he positive time tunct1on of F'IJIIC is due to ibcreaae 

in the value of denominator causing the ratio to be or lowe,- value 
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leading to the time tunction to indicate a positive value, Tbe !Jill:' 

annum increase (0.019) in the mean value (-0.3395) is also negj.l.lf..'.I.IL 

as the standard deviation about the mean canes to 0.1451. 

As negative value of We indicates non..'extstenoe of 

the fund itself, to examiue this aspect from the view point of.' non-' 

zero non.;'negati ve condition,' another FLWe sty,Led as 1FLWe (IIBW) 1 of 

canpanies having positive we only have been worked out (Tabl,:.II,5) 

beLow: 

TABLE -· II,5 

Year 
JSm 'J.m I W9 'JSI80 rl981 

• • . • I • I . 

Sample (%) 36,84 3l.l6 21.05 26.32 26.32 :16.'79 :16,79 21.05 

:r.r.we<11JW> o.4368 o.2907 o.l994 o.2oo4 l.:lli40 1.3322 2.oaoo 2•.1184 . . 
In tbis calculation the sample size in· absolute tems 

is much small and includes firms with positive WC only i.e. of the 

lot better ones only. Yet it provides an idea that corroborates vitb 

tile result obtained from tile ratio based on 100 percent of tile sample 

units. Tile new ratio deviates from its mean val.ue (1.0620) by 

Oo9203 witll a co-efficient of variation of Oo8665. This large 

fluctuation is due to dimhlslling we tllat swings between 18.49 and 

56.87 (1974.;77) and, 19.09 and 29.71 (1978-81) witll a mean val.ue of 

29.62 (1974-81). Tile We deteriorated by degrees to tile extent of 
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3,ou t:!Jnes (l974-81). The FL ranged i'rom 3,90 to 60.31 with a mean 

value of 28,67 (74..Sl) indicating, on the first hand, a decl,'ease rraa 

24.94 to 3,90 (1974-77) and later on, an increase of 31.92 to 60,31 

(l978-8llt On the whole, the FL swelled by 2.2122 t:!Jnes (1974-81), 

Tbll.s, this meagre sample also corrpobrates tile resuJ.t,;obtained pre

Viously from tile 100 percent sample units. Tile time function or 

1l?UIC (Haw)' indicates tllat: 

IFLWC (New)' = 1,0620 + 0,3584 t; 

This positive growtll is because of the stronger effect of the redUCed 

denomlnator (decreased positive values of WC) than tllat of the in-
' 

creased numerator (tile FL)• 

Tile growing negative balance of we L-Annexure - I 

(xxiii)J indicate tile gradUal erosion of debt paying capacity of 

tile firms. Generally, tile excess funds generated in current zone of 

financial activities are employed to discharge the long-term debts. 

But in Terai tea the shortage of funds in current zone are being 

covered by the use of long term debts. Hence because of the 10~ 

dei'ficiency of funds in current zone, the question of transferring 

funds to fixed zone, at all does not arise. The Terai tea companies, 

tbts, bear greater risk of insolvency by using short-term sources 

than the long- term one, 

LIQUIDITY Y£IOS 

•Liquidity in a busilless is the potential ability to 
. (75) 

meet obligations"• Liquidit:r may be defined •as tile ability to 
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(76) 
11ealisa value 1n money, the most liquid of Assets". Liquidit;y 

implies nexibilit;y and convertibilit;y of assets into cash. casn 
is the most liquid ·asset. It is the medium of exchange. As other 

assets do not possess this latter clla.rS<lteristic of cash, ever;y 

coneern wants tp hold cash and/or near-cash assets for the discharge 

of claims against it or to meet the emergency requirements. Again, 

unless conditioned, debt or contractual liabilities cannot be retired 

b;y giving away assets. 

Tile convertibilit;r of other assets involves time 

factor; as weU as, the. realised value of such assets may be below 

pa:r. Hence, the non..l1quid assets hold on the risk due to loss of 

liquidit;y and realisability. "The degree of liquidity desirable 

is a function of the probability of insolvency at various levels of 

liquidity, the opportunity cost of those levels, and the cost of 
(77) 

bankruptcy. • The liquid assets that entails opportunity cost 

cannot be emplo;yed in the manufacturing activ4lY as the;y are least 

productive and hence least profitable. 

Liquidity management involves deciding upon the amount 

and composition of assets end liabilities. These decisions involve 

trade-offs betwe.a risk 8lld profitability. The greater the rela

tive proportion of liquid assets, the less is the risk: of running 

out of cash, all other things being equal. However, profitabilit;y 

will also be less. 

lienee, the management has to seek a dynamic equili-1 

brium between demand and supply of liquid assets to sustain better 

file:///mnts
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profitability and liquidity of' tile f1rlll. 

Tile degree: of' liquidity can be measured by a. number 

of ratios, onJ.y a few of' such ratios relating to sample units of the 

Terai tea industry are out lined below t-

T SE _, II,§ 

JU,guidi,tz l!atiqs 

Year I CR I QR I m.:m I wc:m 

1974 0,8092 0.4341 2.5101 (-) 8,2383 

1975 0.7489 0.3199 2.5631 (-) 5.1733 

1976 0.7963 0.3699 2,6303 ( ..;1) 7. 0486 

1977 0,8248 0.3669 3,0269 (-) 9.3991 

1978 0.7644 0.3272 ·2.8886 (-) 5.3428 

1979 0,7449 0,3187 2,3].52 (-) ..... 
1980 0.6983 0.2447 2,3739 ,_, 3,3589 

1981 0.5654 0.2220 2,8965 (-') 2.6794 

Mean 0.7440 0.3254 2.6506 (-') 5,6753 

CURREr« RATIOt 

In tile canposition of' assets in total asset structure 

of a firm, current assets represent that group which bas the higher 

liquidity, In tile total asset structure,· the density of current 

assets (F.VCA) diSil~ses the gross risk of' liquidity, Tbe higher 

the c.V~'A ratio, the greater the liqllidity and the lower the risk 

of tecbnical 1nsolvency, and vice-versa. Tileret'ore, current policy 

of a firm should be in between the two extreme points. However, 
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the magnitUde of current liabilities need al.so be considered, as tb.e 

degree of liquidity and tb.e degree of tecb.nical. insolvency are neaa

tively correlated and are fWJCtion of current liability. 

Considering tb.e matcb.ing principle, and al.so as a 

matter of fact and policy, tb.e current liabilities (CL) may be 

deemed as main source of current funds and the current assets (CA) 

are uses of this current funds. This relativity between CA and CL 

may logicaJ.ly be expressed as current assets are dependent on •wu 
current funds. The former is the effect and the latter is the 

cause. This can be sb.own as: 

= CR (Current Ratio) 

:. I.A. * (CR) (CL) 

This ratio reflects the degree of liquidity, short

term solvency, and tb.e magnitude of unused funds in current zone. 

The CR measures Olll.y total. rupees worth of CA. Tlle 

CL are not subject to arry faJ.l in ~al.ue and have to be paid but CA 

can decline in value. Hence more than unit value of CR (conwn

tionelly double), is an acceptable limit for ell the industries. 

When CR assumes velue below the acceptable limit, liquidity and 

technical solvency is tllreatened. Again, when CR exceeu the 111L 

conventionally accepted velue7' the excess liquid assets retard 

profitability. 

So far CR of the sample units is concerned,' it 

depicts a very glotllli)' p~ture. It never reached the unity level 
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during the period Ullder review and, more or less, bovers arolllld the 

mean value 0.?440 except one year (1981). :Z:he weak feature of' this 

ratio attracts ~pathy and its declining trend confirms tb.e same. 

ca ; o.?440 - o.0259 t; 

(Standard error of' tb.e estimate 0.0497). 

Tb.e negatiw co-efficient of' time is a char indication of' fall in 

CR at an yearly rate of - o.0259 times. The negative balanees ot 

we that ttrtstalised the liqUidity aggravated risk of' insolvency tG 

the highest possible extent. Each and every one of' the 19 sample 

companies, out of' a total J.. 26 in Tera1, has witnessed a negative 

we but in more tb.an 50 per cent cases it has prolonged tb.rougb.out 

the period under review• i.e. CL exceeds the CA (Annexure- I (xx:Ui). 

This fact of' utter deficiency of CA in conjunction with steady 

illcrease in CL can be looked as the dying bope for rev1 val in the 

distant future, if not in the immediate future. 

QUIC!C RAUO. 

Qlrrent assets comprise of cash, near-cash and non

cash assets. CSsb. and near..:cash assets are considered more liqnid 

in the sense of' minimum time required and certainty of' the conver

tible value, and are iooluded in 'quick assets'• On the same 

consideration of' time - loss of value, inventories are not consi

dered near - cash asset. Mlleh importance is atflached to the quick 

assets to ascertain the net liquidity as it measures firm 1 s ability 

to pay off short-term obligations without relying on the sale of 

inventories i.e. how f'ar cash posit10Jl w1 th reference to CL is 
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reasonable. This is also termed as 1 Acid-test' ratio. This ratio 

is calculated as folloWs! 

Q.l = QR J (Quick Ratio). 
cr 

Xhe QR indicates the net liquidity or a firm, its net p!JYing capa-' 

city or short-'term obligation and the density of cash and near-'cash 

assets in CA. The value of QR is alwqs less than CR as denominator 

(CL) remaining the same and lihe value or numerator QA is less than 

CA. 

A quick ratio is more, penetrating than CR in 

determining liquidity. Though QR indicates a better paying capacity 

and thereby the greater .liquidity, "acid-test may modifY $11 opinion 
(78) 

arrived at by the use or the current ratiojil. • 

QR is an important index of liquidity. .In 

UP'tlard movement of QR may be appreciated only for a very temporary 

period. Bllt a value of less than unity and thereafter dipping to 

low level even for a temporary period is a matter of grave concern. 

The QR 1n Terai tea industry mainly hovers 

around its mean value (0.3254) but a sharp fall in last two years 

(1880 and 1981) forced the trend to a decreasing function or time 

which could be observed from the follol<ing equation: 

QR = o.3254 ... o.o24s t; 

(Standard error of the estimate 0.0498). 
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The liquidity in Tera1 tea is thus a decreasing tunc-' 

tion of time. The CL continuously advanced through out the period 

under study and surpassed the growth rate of QA by 1.9555 times as 

CL has been allowed to fluctuate by 3.1567 times compared to 1.6143 

times by QR. The position of cash is very bad and remained, by and 

large, constant but nc~ash assets swelled heavily. The share of 

the latter is always larger than of the quick assets. 

Tile QR is sllort of CR by Oo4lB6 in terms of their 

average values. The cash position was very alarming because of tl:lll 

shor~tel'lll liabUities. The inventories pUed up and short-·terms 

creditors swelled. Although the liquidity is inverse fullction of 

prof'itabUity but it has very little relevance in Terai tea indUstry 

as liquidity has fallen not because of stock-'liUing but because of 

lsrge size of current liabUities and constant increase therein to 

meet non>-'current commitments. The examples of distress sales signif) 

llow acute and precarious is the degree of liquidity. 

The non-'cash item of CA ...:..' the inventory - turns 

into casll and near-cash items tllrough sales. The time period and 

tile liquidity is dependent on the cash operating cycle. The size 

of finished inventory is natural.ly due to sequential effect of the 

sales velocity. 11The inventories serve as buffers to decouple the 
{79) 

purcllasing, production and sales activities of the firm". Jut 

the efficiency of selling fuDCtion is always to be observed from 

the size of uns<il.d stock of output. However tile existeDCe of 
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obsolete stock "necessitating substantial write-downs may negate 
(80) 

tne treatment of inventory as liquid asset." 

In formulating the inventory turnover ratio, the 

inventories may be regarded as tne e·ause and tne sales as tne 

effect. In working out inventory turn over ratio 'cost of goods 
(81) 

sold' rather than 1 sales•, has been used, and mean value of tbe 

annual inventory (INV) nas been considered Cmean value of Inven

tory (INVm>J is the average of opening Inventory (INV
0

) plus the 

closing Inventory (INV
0
)J 

• • = INV0 

.. INVTR 

or CGS = (INVTR) (IRVm)f (INVTR = Ratio) 

The INVTR reflects the liquidity risk to non.-casn 

assets, insolveney.risk associated witn neavy liabilities (outside~ 

and the efficiency of selling function as well as the relative 

efficiency with whien the firm utilill8s its resources to generate 

output. 

A high turnover is always preferable as it improves 

tne liquidity and stimulates the flow of funds. Tbe benefits of 

better turnover cannot be achieved unless sales policies and sales 

activities are normal. However existence of obsolecenees 1n.stock 

would negate the treatment of inventory as liquid asset. 
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The rate of r.Qe in INVTR in Terai tea canpanies can 

be observed from tile fOllowing equation: 

INVTR = 2,6506 + o. 0060 t; 

(Standard error of the estimate 0.2431) 

The Ill'ITR is more or less, uniform and encircles the 

mean va111e (2,6506). But observed IMR is not fair and requires 

an improvement. Tllis slow turnover impairs the financial soundness 

of the :Cera! tea companies and also that of the interest of inves

tors. The depressed CR adduces evidence to ttlis. :Che slow turn-· 

over reduced the much needed liquidity in :Cera! tea almost to a 

freezing condition by arresting the funds in non-cash assets. AU 

the factors like liquidity, solvency and profitability have been 

affected adversely by such rate of INVXR. 

WQRKING CAPITAL :CORN OVER. 

Sales is the principal source of continued liquidity 

and the working capital is its final measure. The current funds 

transformed into current assets are reversible througll sales. Tllus, 

working capital is most sensitive to sales revenues. Again, a 

cyclical flow of funds matched witll the liquidity itself increases 

the amount of current funds witll compounding effect. Thi& flow 

acts as a regulatory channel of the sources and uses of funds. In 

order to judge tile effective!lllss and soundness of tile channel with 

regard to selling function, the working capital is required to be 

linked with the sales revenues. Tllis has been depicted as: 
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= wc:ra (Ratio) 

(where we = CA .l CL) 

:rile relationship discloses the frequency oi' turn over 

oi' working capital, the degree or trading by ssles1 and the nature 

oi' i'und investment. 

In normal circumstances, high turnover is the resUlt 

or overtrading with meagre working cap.,tal or narrow margin between 

CA and CL or much over investment in fixed zone compared to current 

zone. 

Conversion oi' output by sales function adds a littie 

to current assets (subject to the inventory valuation method). :Chere. 

i'ore, changes in current liability is negativelY correlat<;>d with 

WC:CR provided current assets are constant. 

In :Cerai tea companies, the average value o1' wc:ra is 

-5.6753 having a standard deviation oi' 2.2]68 with a co~'ei'i'icient 

oi' variation of -0.3906 but the time i'unction reveal that 

wc:ra = -5.6753 + o.7226 t; 

:Che growth in the time i'UilCtion when scrutinised disclosed that 

i'or the first quinqu1nnial (1974-'78) the moveant oi' the ratio was 

topsy turvy and thereby (1978-81) declined smoothly. :Che acute 

paucity oi' current i'und (WC) 1 having a negative balance throughout, 

in the beginning period (1974-77) decreased by 1.5001 times, and 

later on (1978~131) 1 by 2.6704 times with an aggregate value oi' 

7.1925 times oi' NS (1974-81) whereas NS increased constantlY without 
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any pause to the extent of 2,3393 times (1974-8~) with a mean value 

of 803.04 CAnnexure-I (XJOdv)J. The resultant effect is the increa

sing time funotion of WCTR. When observed in true perspective, it 

discloses the acute shortage of we which has been r~flected rightly 
' .. 

through tt1e time function.-· duly aggravated by the increased selling 

activities, 

The increasing turnover with decreased we reveals 

unbearable strain put on the current funds on account of the increased 

selling flUlCtion. Such an acute shortage of current funds can never 

meet the short-'term obligations and the fixed fUnds are required to be 

d1 verted for current operations. 

As negative we indicates non-existence of the fund 

itself, another WCTR styled as 1WCTB (NEW) 1 based on the sample units 

having non-negative non-zero we has been worked out (Table II.7) to 

test the validity of the results so obtained above • 

Year 

WC'J.'R 
(.liB\!!) 

..r ABLE -· n.z 

.1\f!CW! (.liBW) I WITH ONgl POSI!:IVE VALUES OF WC 

11974 1. 1975 119'76 1 19'77119'78 · 11979 11980 1 1981 

3 0 9549 6o2280 ~0,4234 11.3452 8,1248 6o4288 5,5857 11.0063 

The d1 stribu tion of the 1\I!CTR (NKW) 1 reveals a negative 

skewness with a co-efficient of -0.5352 having a bi-.,del s;rstEIJI, Thf! 

ratio increases smoothly by 2,8686 times (19'74-77) and thereafter 

sillked gradually (l978-80) but with sharp jump in the last year 
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(l98~). The net turnover comes to 2.7829 times (1974-81) with a 

mean value of 7.8871 and the time function equation reveals that; 

1WCI:R (!lEW) 1 " 7.8871 + 0.5526 t; 

This trend value is also the result or the same 

characteristics as revealed by the previous one. The current funds 

are put to unbearable strain on account of increased selling :t'unc-' 

tion resulting over-trading in current funds. Such an acute short

age of we cannot meet the short-term obligations. Thus, Terai tea 

canpanies bear the greater risk of insolvency in using short-term 

sources. 

The imbalance arising out of the improper use of funds 

has weakened the basic features like pro!itabllity, liquidity and 

As productive capacity of the industry is increasing, a 

corresponding rise in current funds should not be overlooked at all• 

The Terai. tea companies are presently on the mercy of 

the short-term credit suppliers awaiting the count down of legal 

insolvency to be transformed throogh the technical one. The mana-' 

gerial prudency calls for immediate attention to the densities of 

fixed and current zone for the redesigning of total asset structure 

for reVaiJiping the profitabllity, liquidity and solvency. The 

alternative that awaits initiation is the expansion of the equity 

base which is virt~y not possible because investors themselves 
' are shaky and disintf'ested Cmnexure I (xxxiii)J • 

... J .••••••••••••••••••••• 
! 
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